
Palestine

Palestine:
Synopsis

•POPULATION: 4. 42 million (June 2015)

•POPULATION GROWTH: 3.7 % 

•URBAN POPULATION: 74% 

•LANGUAGE: Arabic, English

•AREA: 6,020 km2

•Under Occupation



Palestine
Since its inception, Tempus and Erasmus+ now has played an important role in the
Palestinian higher education sector. Most academic institutions have benefited and
are successfully participating in implementing Tempus projects. Since 2002,
Palestine has participated in 34 projects, of which 29 were Joint Projects and 5
were Structural Measures projects. Erasmus+ is viewed as a mechanism for
modernizing higher education in Palestine.
The Tempus and Erasmus now programme has contributed as well to overcome the
existing fragmentation between the Palestinian institutions themselves, creating a
strong inter‐university network. As a result, several Tempus projects include
institutions both from the West Bank and from Gaza.
Palestinian HEIs have also seized the opportunity to work together with other
higher education institutions in the region, in areas of common interest such as
reforming higher education structures and systems, student services,
internationalization strategies, service learning and institutional autonomy.



Success:
E+ credit mobility between AL-Najah National 
university and Stavanger university / Norway.

At PPU recent partnerships have realized Joint 

Masters of

Joint Masters of Mediterranean initiative on renewable and sustainable energy

Modernization of teaching methodology in higher education

Developing engineering skills for the telecommunication and energy sectors



Success

Hebron University benefited from:

 Student mobility track 1of EM with both Turkish 

and Italian universities.

 Staff mobility  track 2 of EM; benefits were at 

levels of post doctor and PhD degree.



Center of Innovation and 
Business Development 

• Step Project

Robust Design and implementation 
of generation electricity unit using 

thermal solar power using 
parabolic through collector

• “Ebhath” initiation 
Grant funded

Success / in Gaza the UCAS



Obstacles:

Our NEO compiled some difficulties that have been encountered by 

Palestinian universities; paramount amongst are:

 Lengthy  and complicated application forms for the different E+ calls.

 Lack of experience in proposal writing, fundraising & strategic planning.

 Lack of cooperation with other Palestinian universities to develop joint 

research, master and PhD programmes.

 Difficulties in mobility and getting visas for Palestinian and for the 

international students and staff to study and work in Palestine due to 

political issue.



Obstacles:
 Partners have different enrolment rules regarding their offers.

 There is no clear system for recognizing credits out of mobility.

 Different Grading System: Percentage: 100%, Points: 4, Letters: 

A,B,C,D    and Judgment: Pass, Fail.

 Partners have different enrolment rules regarding their offers

 Long processing times for preparing documents and decision

Improvements:

Workshop training to upgrade the skills of proposal writing.

Creating universities network.


